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Introduction 
The high rates of mass and heat transfer, minimum axial dispersion and the high 

interfacial area allow micro/milli reactors to run highly exothermic, toxic or even explosive 

reactions in a safe condition
1
. Therefore micro reactors are very attractive devices for many 

different applications
2,3

. Different from traditional reactors, large throughput in micro/milli 

reactors for bulk chemicals applications is achieved by so called numbering up or scale-out. In 

this study, external numbering-up was chosen, i.e. assembling several micro reactors in 

parallel. Assuring similar operating conditions in each channel is mandatory for scale-out of a 

single phase which can be done via consecutive manifold structures
4
, tree branching based on 

the constructal theory
5
, perforated meshes and grids (thin-wall screen), or thick wall screens

6
. 

Besides the equal flow distribution demand in single phase, here distribution of phases, e.g. 

gas and liquid, is the real challenge since an improper distributor design can result in channels 

filled only with liquid and others with gas, in what is called channel cross talk.  

 

Gas-liquid flow distributor 
The aim of this work is 

to develop design rules for a 

robust multiphase gas-liquid 

flow distributor and 

successfully run multi 

micro/milli channels in 

parallel under segmented 

gas-liquid flow regime. The 

aim is achieved by firstly 

distributing gas and liquid 

flows separately using a 

consecutive manifold struc-

ture. Afterwards the two 

phases are mixed using a 

commercial T-mixer at each 

channel inlet. 
 

Figure 1. Gas-liquid capillary 

experimental setup. (PS) is an 

indication for the pressure sensors 

and their locations.   
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To prevent channel cross talk, a flow barrier is inserted up stream of each mixer as shown 

in Figure 1. This configuration requires lots of replication in the manifold structure, pressure 

restrictions and mixers, which is justified only by the wide and stable operating window and 

the controllability over channel cross talk minimization. In this work, the concept of a flow 

barrier is examined using the experimental setup shown in Figure 1. The setup has been built 

from capillaries and tube fittings that allow for varying capillary dimensions of 0.25 to 2.5 mm 

in diameter and different lengths, flow barriers from 25 to 400 µm in diameter, superficial 

velocity of 1 to 100 mm/s under atmospheric pressure and temperature. Pressure drop and 

flow rates per channel can be measured using pressure sensors and weight methods, 

respectively. Glass capillaries are used to visualize and identify the different gas-liquid flow 

regimes. The liquid slug and gas bubble lengths are quantified using image analysis. In 

addition, the effect of a blocked channel on the operation of the other channels is investigated.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.  Four capillaries (0.9 mm ID x 40 cm length) running in parallel under segmented gas-liquid flow regime with Re of 

22. Four gas bubbles (G) and three liquid slugs (L) per capillary are plotted. Variations in slug length (Ls), bubble length (Lb), 

gas superficial velocity (VG), and liquid superficial velocity (VL) are shown in the table.  

 

Main results & Conclusion 
Steady segmented gas-liquid flow in all four capillaries was successfully achieved with a 

relative standard deviation (STD) in slug and bubble length between the capillaries of 13% 

and a distribution in residence times 4.5%, cf. Figure 2. The effect of manufacturing 

tolerances, fouling, channel wall material and mixer has been studied. For fabrication impreci-

sion of the pressure restrictions channels of 1 and 2 %, the STD of flow distribution varies by 

3.1% and 6.6% in both gas and liquid phases, respectively. The gas and liquid superficial 

distributions are determined mainly by the fabrication imprecision of the pressure restriction 

channels. This has been shown experimentally by using channels with different fabrication 

tolerances. An analytical model based on the electrical resistance network principle has been 

developed that allows predicting a prior the gas and liquid flow distribution only by knowing 

the channel fabrication tolerances. Minimizing the variations in the flow rates distribution can 

be realized via more accurate fabrication imprecision using suitable material of fabrication, 

channels dimensions and fabrication technology.  Slug and bubble lengths vary mainly due to 

fabrication tolerances in the mixer replication followed by flow rate distribution and capillary 

fabrication imprecisions.  Suitable mixer design which is less sensitive to fabrication tolerance 

and replication can strongly minimize all the variations in slug and bubble lengths.  

In conclusion, the concept of a flow barrier in combination with the consecutive 

manifolding structure paves the ground for numbering up of segmented gas-liquid flow in 

parallel channels. It also provide design rules, which will determine what pressure barriers and 

mixers are needed to meet the product quality demands for any reaction system for which the 

reaction kinetics and mass transfer characteristics are known. 


